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Arkandia Damonda Pradipta
PREFACE

Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb.

Alhamdulillah and Gratitude are presented to Allah the Highest, the Most Beautiful of all His Beauty, and the Compassionate to the whole creations with all of His love. Blessing of His grace so the Author can complete this thesis.

This report is dedicated to all of students, especially in Industrial Engineering Department as one of the collections in regards to knowledge development. Therefore, the author would like to thank for those who have been constantly sending supports and motivations in the making of this internship report. The author would like to thank:

1. My beloved mother, sister, and other families for the prayer, support, and motivation.
3. Mrs. Catharina Badra Nawangpalupi, Ph.D. as Thesis Supervisor who has given supervision and guidance in the writing of this thesis.
4. All of the interviewees that help the author for this thesis; the representation of Demajors Independent Music Industry (DIMI) in Yogyakarta and Jogja National Museum (JNM), the representation and Public Relations of Spotify Ltd. in Indonesia, Diendha Febrian from the management of FSTVLST, Jogja Record Store Day, Jogja Record Store Club and the independent music recording industry under their authority, pamityang2anqwerty Radio, the customers of independent music in Indonesia who keep supporting independent musician, and specially for independent musicians in Yogyakarta and Indonesia generally for inspiring the author.
5. My friends from Industrial Engineering IP class of 2012 that are more like a family for the author, for the togetherness from the very first year in every condition. Edgeless solidarity.
6. My friends in SMA N 1 Yogyakarta, batch of 2012 that still maintain the friendship after all these years and always giving support, inspiration, and happiness for each other.

7. Mrs. Diana and Ms. Devi that patiently help the students, especially the author.

The author also thanks to all of concerned parties that cannot be mentioned one by one who have helped me in completing this report. Hopefully, the goods which are given by all parties to the Author will be replied by the kindness from Allah.

Finally, the Author realizes that there are still shortcomings as well as weaknesses in this report, so the building suggestions and critics are fully expected. The author hopes this paper would bring advantages for everyone who reads this.

Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb.
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